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Compliance challenges for organisations are now one giant step closer to being massively reduced thanks
to the latest version of an enterprise wide solution that’s ticking all the boxes for or organisations
of all types and sizes.
RuleSafe® v4.0 uses a potent combination of personalised and targeted communication, special benchmarked
measuring and enforcement to maximise awareness of and conformance with company policies
(http://www.secoda.com) among all employees.
Companies using this latest version of the RuleSafe® policy management and awareness solution
(http://www.secoda.com) can expect to make great strides in the management and improvement of critical
GRC hotspots such as protecting data assets, corporate governance, health and safety, risk management,
incident management, quality management and document management (http://www.secoda.com).
The RuleSafe® v4.0 framework uses up to the minute technological features and management thinking that
are designed to genuinely improve real understanding and awareness of all of the main GRC
(http://www.secoda.com) matters all employees.
Each individual user has a personalised dashboard which shows their performance and what needs to be done
to improve that performance in areas like acceptance of applicable policies, passing company GRC
(http://www.secoda.com) quizzes and knowledge tests and keeping in touch with new developments. Employees
are also measured on how often they pick up and keep up to date on messages sent to their dashboard and
keep up to date on required tasks.
Secoda Risk Management’s Charlie Fairbairn says “I believe this to be the most powerful policy
management and awareness solution in its class. The benchmarking aspect of it is a very powerful
motivator. For example managers can view the performance of managers and units below them, managers of
business units or divisions can see the compliance status and progress of all their direct reports, and
all employees can measure their own performance ratings against the averaged ratings of peers, or across
the organisation as a whole”.
“Real up to date learning and understanding can take place with RuleSafe® and this system even
features quiz editors and libraries to enable fast creation of fixed or randomised knowledge tests. These
are a great way to verify employee understanding of your requirements. Companies tell me that they also
really appreciate the flexibility, agility and configurability of this system” says Charlie.
The RuleSafe® Governance Risk & Compliance solution (http://www.secoda.com) has of course proven to be
a very good investment for organisations operating in challenging and heavily regulated industries such
as banking and finance, healthcare, manufacturing, retail, utilities and energy, transportation and the
public sector.
Secoda develops, sells and maintains the RuleSafe® suite of GRC software applications, and provides
support and consulting services on which many thousands of corporate users depend for their employee GRC
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programmes.
For more information call 08456 4 27001 or visit http://www.secoda.com
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